ADVERBS OF MANNER

Read the sentences and fill in the blanks with the correct adverb in the list:

- accidentally
- rudely
- slowly
- regularly
- politely
- elegantly

- beautifully
- correctly
- reluctantly
- quietly
- honestly
- loudly

1) The thief walked in the bedroom ________ and _________ so that nobody could hear him.
2) Everybody applauded the musician after the performance because he played the piano ________.
3) Sarah ________ asked the man to close the window because she was very cold.
4) Be quiet! You are speaking too ________ . The baby is sleeping in the next room.
5) William didn't do it on purpose. He broke Rachel's glasses ________ . They were on the sofa.
6) I really want to answer all the question in the History exam ________. That's why I'm studying hard.
7) Veronica was dressed ________ for the school ball and all the other girls envied her.
8) Tell me ________, please! Did you really see Edward near the murder scene last night.
9) All the students should do their homework ________ if they want to be successful.
10) The alarm clock rang early in the morning. Mr. Peterson got up and got dressed ________. He didn't want to go to work.
11) My deskmate behaves ________ towards me. I think I'll talk to the teacher about it.
ADVERBS OF MANNER ANSWER KEY

Read the sentences and fill in the blanks with the correct adverb in the list

- accidentally
- rudely
- slowly
- regularly
- politely
- elegantly
- beautifully
- correctly
- reluctantly
- quietly
- honestly
- loudly

1) The thief walked in the bedroom **slowly** and **quietly** so that nobody could hear him.
2) Everybody applauded the musician after the performance because he played the piano **beautifully**.
3) Sarah **politely** asked the man to close the window because she was very cold.
4) Be quiet! You are speaking too **loudly**. The baby is sleeping in the next room.
5) William didn't do it on purpose. He broke Rachel's glasses **accidentally**. They were on the sofa.
6) I really want to answer all the question in the History exam **correctly**. That's why I'm studying hard.
7) Veronica was dressed **beautifully** for the school ball and all the other girls envied her.
8) Tell me **honestly**, please! Did you really see Edward near the murder scene last night.
9) All the students should do their homework **regularly** if they want to be successful.
10) The alarm clock rang early in the morning. Mr. Peterson got up and got dressed **reluctantly**. He didn't want to go to work.
11) My deskmate behaves **rudely** towards me. I think I'll talk to the teacher about it.